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has accumulated at the rate of near see them. It's all a
but it's a . IllVll Doivauuii. wu IUC viucj ..(it... j'"""" constitutional. Judge Archi- propose centralization of our credit
joke,
s
1907.
since
in
deposits
ly 10,000 loads a day. By night, the pity to
bald concurs in the issuance of
.
INDIAN FIGHTER SHOOTS
joke when you have work U .
system. On the contrary, it aims to
aaiiiiifiiAJii
iue
wmhei oi iv
He is the author of some fifty reports OLD
apiaiu t,.,,
IN DREAM department promised that collections to do."
HIMSELF
temporary .njum uu.. ui w.e
create cooperation among all the
of
.
.
a
that
braver complement
says
would be going on as usual.
published by the survey and in add""
"
'.5UU
banks, for the common defense. It
passengers never sailed the ocean.
ition has contributed between fifty and
The city authorities said the strike STEAM YACHT OF
but in his opinion holds the long and is a
ALVINA IS
United States Marshall Burke
Deputy
agency, aiming at a
scienbroken
and
was
the
technical
and
sixty articles to
disappearing piles
short haul provision to be invalid.
AMONG THE MISSING.
of Oklahoma Has Odd
decentralization of credit and the
MAY SEND TROOPS
of refuse confirmed their assertion.
tific Journals. Mr. Lindgren is a
Experience.
preservation of the individuality of
Still there were signs that the driv (By Special Leased Wire to New
TO CHINESE POINTS. F.
trained mining engineer and has a
J. CASWELL AND
Mexican)
the small bank.
world-widwould
ers
not
surrender
a
without
Nov.
14.
an
Duluth.
as
steam
The
Minn.,
authority
reputation
R. L. GRAYDEN ARRESTED.
Leased Wire to New Mexican) final
While there has been, on the one
A
United
States
of
Orders
on the geology of ore deposits. He (By Special
teamsters'
struggle.
general
yacht, Alvina, owned by Thomas F. Sailing
Chickasha, Okla., Nov. 14. Thomas strike is the weapon with which the Cole of
hand, a very general acceptance by
Sheridan Have
has
not
Duluth,
Transport
lias been in Santa Fe in recent years Burns,
to
Wew
Leased
Wire
yet
reported
Special
Mexican)
(Bv
an old Indian fighter and for union organization now
Been Altered.
propose to her whereabouts and early inquiries
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 14. P. experts of the proposal for a National
jand has visited every mining district twenty years
deputy United States fight the city.
to give any trace of her. (Bv Special Leased Wire to Nw Mexican" J. Caswell and Roy L. Grayden, want Reserve Association, on its merits,
failed
:in the territory.
today
marshall of this district, shot himreserves.
14. Announcement ed in Sheridan and other
The legal ratio of reManila, Nov.
Wyoming yet,
Appointed Stenographer.
self in a dream. Burke, was in Dun. AMERICAN SPORTSMAN
was made at military headquarters to- towns on
of obtaining mon- serves to deposits is quickly reached
charges
can serving warrants for the coming
"At a meeting of the board of
and
COMMITTED SUICIDE.
Miss Massie will be accom- - X day that the sailing of the transport ey under false pretenses, were taken (and in fact usually
of the New Mexico Museum held session of the federal court in this
X panist for the musical num- - X Sherman for the United States had back to Sheridan today in charge of the lending power of the banks is
No official explana- a Wyoming offlcr.
yesterday in the office of the gove- city. He slept at a hotel with his re (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
bers on the program for the St been postponed.
strangled. This is a crime against
Paris, Nov. 14. American Consul X recital tonight at the court
tion was offered, but army officers exIt is diametrically opposed
rnor, Mr. Vera Rathburn was appoint-e- d volver under his pillow. In a night
Caswell and Grayden are said to society.
stenographer for the museum. Mrs! mare, he believed he was pursuing a Mason has been notified from Calais X house given by Miss Ulmer. S8 pressed the belief that the boat was have victimized merchants along the to the practice ot the advanced counRathburn is a sister of Mrs. Kennert trainrobber. He seized his revolver that it is believed that Edgar W. Mix, S and which will add much to X being held for use in carrying trocps line of the Union Pacific in Wyoming tries of Europe. In Europe, in an
The bullet the well known American sportsman,
Accompanied by her and julled the trigger.
M. Chapman.
the enjoyment of the entertain- - X to China. A large detachment of by representing themselves to be emergency, the banks increase their
soldiers is in readiness to move at business representatives of a Denver
mother, Mrs. Rathburn will move to went through the pillow and struck committed suicide by Jumping from a X ment.
Channel steamer Sunday night.
him in the lower Jaw.
twenty-fou- r
Continued on page four.
'Santa Fe In a short time.
hours notice.
newspaper.
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The Little Store

USUALLY ONE DOSE
ENDS JNDIGESTION.

Heartburn, Gas, Dyspepsia and

States district court at Las Vegas,
Everette Winters under indictment
for prize fighting, pleaded not guilty.
His trial was set for this afternoon.
"Brownie" Buckley, under indictment
for the same offense, entered a plea

s

Vanish and Your Stomach
Will Feel Fine,

Everytl;niflf
Good

We Guarantee

to Eat and

Everything
Under this Brand

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

'
TE R

GROCER

8euthern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

I

GIVE

REGISTER

TICKETS WITH

f c

Telephone No.
ALL

CASH

40.

PURCHASES.

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and
Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

If your meals, don't fit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating, and
you believe it is the food which fills
you; if what little you eat lies like a
lump of lead on your stomach; if there
is difficulty in breathing after eating,
eructations of sour, undigested food
and acid, heartburn, brash or a belching of gas, you can make up your
mind that you need something to stop
food fermentation and cure indiges
tion.
Tnw mnVA Avamf uiic Ul 1UUU
yvll Kill
,wj
aid in the nourishment
and strength
of your body, you must rid your Stomacn ot poisons, excessive acid and
stomach gas, which sours your entire
meal interferes with digestion and
causes so many sufferers of Dyspep- sia, Sick Headache, Billiousness Con- stipation. Griping, etc. Your case is
no different you are a stomach suf
ferer, though you may call it by some

other name:

vonr tp.i

,

,i

'

ALMOST FRANTIC WITH
ECZEMA ON

of guilty. He will receive his sen- micr iii me term, rne men'
were indicted by the United States Began With Itchiflff.

sr

;2?

r jtjs

Fmfs

gaging in a prize fight at Cimarron.
Jerry Leahy of Raton will defend
Winters and United States Attorney
D J. Leahy will conduct the

w

PS7 HI(2Gr.i

IS

Bk.'

SDread Fast.

c

m

and Day. Tried Cuticura Soap and
Uintmentand Was tntirely tureq.

Eight yeara am I got eczema all over
My fingers fairly bled and it
Itched until it almost drove me frantic.
Ihe eruption began with
itching under the skin. It
spread fast from between
the fingers around the nails
and all over the whola
hands. I got a pair of
rubber gloves in order to
wash dishes.
Then it
spread all over the left side
of my chest. A tine doctor
treated the trouble two
weeks, but did me no good.
I cried night and day.
Then I decided to try
Cuticura Soap and Oint-tnant Kit n..t.n...
hopeaslhadgonesolong. There was a marked
the
second
change
day, and so on until I was
always kept in our home, and we decided
after that lesson that it is a cheap soap in
Torino nnA 4ha Uunr Kiu. 111
.
lire icij lisi. in n.inli...
My hus- hie eimvi tier
uun in uatit.y
lisp nnnfhpr
"I have always used Cuticura Soap and no
other for ray baby, and he has never had a
Bore of any kind. He docs not even chafe as
most babies do. I feel that it is all owing
to Cuticura Soap for he is line and healthy,
end when five months old won a prize in a
baby contest. It makes my heart ache to go
into so many homes and see a sweet faced
baby with the whole top of its head a solid
mass of scurf, caused by the use of poor soap.
I always recommend Cuticura, and nine
times out of ten the next time I see the mother
she says 'Ohl I am so glad you told me of
Cuticura.'" (Signed) Mrs. G. A. Selby.
Eedondo Beach, Cal., Jan. 15, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
throughout the world, but to those who
have suffered much, lost hope and are with- out faith in any treatment, a liberal sample
of each together with 32-booklet on the
u u tiraLineiii. oi me sKin ana scalp will
j.ic
be mailed free, on application. Address
Pot-t- er
Drug & Lheni. Corp., Dept. 24A, Boston.

.

1

my hands.

Democratic Central Committee
-- Thi
Albuquerque, X. M Nov.
Democratic State
tunai uilllllll LCJ
mt vesterday morning in the Com- .
merninl Plnh
i
w.uu in
vyj
UlcttlVIS ill
connection with the campaign and to
receive the reports from the various
counties. The meeting was presided
over by A. A. Jones of Las Vegas,
with N. B' Lauen"n of Santa Fe in
l. secretary's chair. The proposition
mat occupied the attention of the
committee to the exclusion
of all
c.hers dllnnS the morning session was

roi nrt.t,.

s were made by Felix Martinez, A.
A. Jones, H. B. Fergusson, O. N. Mar-fiftren, and others demanding immediate
action from the county committee in
tD matter of reports. A session of
tn committee was held during the
afternoon at which financial matters
were considered after which an
iournment was taken subject to the
"l luc """ian.

A case of Pape's Diapepsin will cost
cents at any Pharmacy here, and
will convince any stomach sufferer
five minutes after taking a single dose
that Fermentation and Sour Stomach
is causing the misery of Indigestion,
wo matter if you call your trouble
of the Stomach, Nervousness
vtooiiuis, or oy any other name
tiwajs rememoer that a certain cure
is waiting at any drug store the mo
ment you decide to begin its use.
Pape's Diapepsin will reeulate anv
Stomach within five min- utes, and digest promptly, without any
fuss or discomfort, all of any kind of
food you eat.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER .14, 1911.
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OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER ppi i nw la Tiocr.' ne- LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL
"SPOIL"
SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
SURE SH0T" WHEN Y0U BUY Y0
ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET
THE
BEST MADE.

'
'
'

JT.VA

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

'

Phone 14.

If

Iti Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14

District Court at Mora.
.
T
anJ. RoDertS
juuge Clarence
nounced this mornlne that he would
ther agitation in favor of other kinds
hear this afternoon in chambers the of
paving material the Bithulitic peocases ot Mora anl San Miguel coun- ties asainst C. C. Catron of Santa Fe. ple seem to have been overlooked.
The cases are for the collection of Agent Lanham of the Bithulitic
taxes on lands in the Mora grant and company, however, said, "Our comthe amollnt involved is said to be in pany has no intention of getting out
A SAILOR'S FATE.
e neighborhood of $40,000. Las Ve of the field. We have a SDlendid
Down, down in the fathomless deep,
proposition and we are sure that
uici uiaius are singing them.,gas 0ptic- when our pavement is put in the Deo- selves to sleep;
be
pie of Albuquerque in addition to
They beckon and call me and seem to PAVING PRINCIPAL STREETS
never regretting the investment will
I
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
OF CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
say
in common with many other cities
"Come and live with me in the salt,
never be satisfied with any other
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds ef ficvers,
American
&
Lumber
salt spray,"
S
field C!s in u Ik and packaS"
garden
Company Declines kind."
etc.
to Take Contract for FurnishWooden
down
Blocks.
ing
in
Down,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
their coral caves
Let Him Know it n you are out ot
Their voices float up and out of the
waves;
Albuquerque, N. M.. Nov. 14. The a position, you must let the employer
Their voices so sweet and soft and paving proposition was hoisted a lit know it. A want advertisement In the
Phone 6619 Blk.
low
tle higher in the air yesterday by the New Mexican will reach every busi
Shall haunt me wherever, wherever I information that the American. Lum- - ness and professional man In the city
Fe, N. M.
PC
Phone Black
and county and a great many in the
hon Pnmnnn.. i..K..1J uvk I..''
j
LU
Ul
'
W ft It.
Vuu
If you have any SDecial tab
And I never will leave my home in consider the proposal of
45
putting in territory.
the deep sea
wood blocks. At a regular meeting ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
For O, how I love its tranquility.
of the city council held one week
ago last night, the letting of the con Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
Down, down by the moon's clear light t.rants fnr th o navlnop w f Pintoi ntm
That Contain Mercury.
"ts
vcuuoi one
I ve taken teh trip to the mermaids nue and Second street
was laid over as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and comDletelv de
Our home is a palace of crystal so able
the whole system when entering
range
of
American
the
ability
Lumber
it. tnrougn the mucous surfaces. Such
I
J
,w,rnmr
knHJ1.
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : s
I
With seaweeds for carpets, the whole tract. A social
srtlcles should never be used except
mHnir nf
on
year.
prescription from reputable thvai
cil was to be called when it was found
When I sleep I am rocked by tha
were ready to report and consid dans, as the damage they will do Is
they
wind's lovely motion,
All
ten torn to the good you can possibly
of Soda,.
er the matter further.
And dearly, dearly I love my home in
oenve from them.
Hall's Catarrh
It
that
the
transpired
yesterday
the ocean.
Ale
Lure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
lumber company would not consider &
11
Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer Delivered to
house.
the matter and in consequence Mayor
Patronize
home industry. Leave orders at
your
cury, and is taken Internally, acting
Down, down, without another anchor
Eider will shortly call another SDe
or chain,
KAUNE
&
upon the blood and mucous
CO.'S
STORE.
directly
PHONE 26.
I roam with the mermaids, and here cial meeting to consider what to do surfaces of the system.
In buying
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
next.
is
It
SANTA
important that all the aid Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure yoa get
MINERAL
I'll remaift,
CO.
Our good ship was lost one night long ermen be present at the meeting.
the genuine.
is taken internally
It
PHONE, RED 100.
a canvas will be made to find what and made in
ago
Toledo, Ohio by F. J.
'
So that's why I'm writing to you from night will be most convenient for Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free."
all
them
and
the meeting will be
Sold by druggists. Price 75c ner
below.
called for that night.
bottle.
Nellie Dunbar Ward.
The proposition of paving the down
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
town section of the city has been pation.
hanging fire for some eight months
Gar(ROUND THE STATE
now, and individually the aldermen
are getting tired of the whole matter.
Just what the final outcome will be
Horses Drowned.
does not appear. At the beginning of
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
In crossing the Rio Grande at San tne agitation the Bithulitic
Trail
company
ror Best Laundry Work
nooa ana jvinannfc.
Marcial, Socorro, county. Antonio Ar-- of Texas was patting up such a fight
San Francisco Street
agon lost two ot his horses and har that it looked as if the contract would
ffiSOTSVSTSSS!
CAPITAL COAL YARD
ness.
surely go to that company, but since BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
To select your stones for
85
Telephone
mounting
the opening of the bids and the fur
Telephone 85
l NOW IS THE TIME for Holiday Presents. They
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
are
Soldiers Pass Through Lamy.
Several hundred soldiers of the
always acceptable.
United States signal corps, who have
Two Holes in the Household' Parse
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
been stationed in the neighborhood of
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
If you use butter otherwise than as
San Antonio, Texas,
for
several
a
for
bread
spread
are
Phone
No.
Red
months, passed through
23.
on
you
wasting
Phone. Red No. 2
Lamy
their way to Fort D. a. Russell, near money, because Cottolene will make iust
FOR QAf F lmproved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
as
cake
and
light
pastries as you ever
Cheyenne, Wyo., where they are reg
and RincLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
trom
butter, and it can be bought
ularly quartered. The soldiers were made
Alfalfa
Ranches
in
KERR'S
for about the price you pay for lard.
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
FOR
theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
traveling on a special train.
One-thi- rd
less Cottolene, moreover, is
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a
Barfain.
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
required than of either butter or lard.
Killed on the Track.
With Cottolene you save in another Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
William Colister, a section foreman way.
Modern Residences for Rent
fnnH ImHc tn
your laundry on Mondavi and Timm.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15 at Gallup, and a former resident of gestion, and indigestion sooner or later
and
deliver
on
days
Thursdays and
Albuquerque, was instantly killed yes janas you into the hands of the doctor.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
terday by being run over by a switch Use Cottolene and your bills will be Fridays.
103
All work is guaranteed: your
LEARNARD-LINDEMAPsengine. In getting out of the wav of less both with vonr srrnrpr anrt vrUh
N
Ave.
Palace
are
mended
and buttons sewed n
one engine he stepped on to another your family doctor.
are ordering in car-loa- d
your shirts without extra charge,
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your track and failed to see the other en-

Phone,

19

Black.

WH0LESALEAND

RETAIL

1

j
'

Attention ! Sptlef,

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
Animals and birds
robes,
mounted at reasonable rates.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

Why Import Mineral Water ?.

;

COAL YARD

live-lon-

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,

g

DAWSON COAL

" The

F. F. GORMLEY

Santa

I

Kinds
Special High Ball Ginger

Quality Coal.

THE

FE

oal

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe
Curio Company

J

WATER

m?'rml

Wood

Screened SL08 Lmrm

Imperial Laundry

obu

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JILL

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

in

Lard-cook-

F. M. JONES.

company

order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

gine coming toward him. The
mains will probably be taken to
buquerque.

David Blaine Thomas.
After an illness of a week, culminLEARNARD &
Established 1900
ating a struggle against the white
"
plague, David Blaine Thomas sucLINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico cumbed
to the grim reaper at AlbuE. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
querque. He leaves a wife and infant
son. Besides his wife and son, Mr.
Thomas leaves two sisters in this city,
Mrs. E. L. Medler and Mrs. C.
T.
French; a brother in Columbus and
one in Gaopolis, Ohio, the family
For Mr at (Miiw
and aaMta haraaa.
home, and two sisters in Gallopolis
2tfCK'S BACX JJKE
and one in Columbus.
THE680IE COSIICL Pro.
.;.

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
Hm-C-m-

mIm

for Prize Fighting.
arraigned in the United

Arraigned

When

PHONE RED 122

reAl-

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE. Airent.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bouno train and arrives at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
way. Good eovereo hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD
BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to taka In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a disk,
station.
New York Chop Suey 50c.

4

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single

Suggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

cupl 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Whet

hi Need of Anyflilnr
in toe LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Ftrntshcd.

Den Oaspsur Ave.
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ANSWERS

THE CALL.

:Santa Fe People Have Found That
This is True.
a strain, a sudden wrench,
cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow.
Or some Irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks.
A medicine that haa cured thousands.
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true

M

IN

A cold,
A little

kid-State-

Many Santa Fe people rely on It.
remedy.
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Pe, N. M., says: "For several years
1 had trouble from my back and kidneys. It was hard for me to work,
owing to pains in my loins and any
sudden movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kid
ney secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements given by local people who had
vsed Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit,
Induced me to try them. I found relief at once and after I had used the
contents of one dox, my back was free
Irom pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every day."

ney

For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
ents. Foster-MilburKew York, sole agents for the United
Remember the name Doan's and
trke no other.
n

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M.,
October 24, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Crescendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886.
Sec. 2
SW
No. 07754. for NW
SB
ana SW
SE
and B
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
E Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver U.
.S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Qulntana,
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
:and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

4

1-- 4

2

1--

4

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 10, 1911.
Notice is .hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes'.ead No.
NW
and K
NE
07969, for W
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
Intention to snake Final
to establish claim to land above
described, before Register or Receiver
XJ. S. Land Office it Santa Be, N. M..
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
1-- 2

4

2

1--

f,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Fernandez Gon
sales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

(Pecos Forest.)

iuF

ffciDci
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Hi politicians! CHAN SE

' IN WOMAN'S 2

at present chief justice of the territorial supreme court is to be made
the federal district judge and United
States marshal Foraker and U. S.
District Attorney David J. Leahy will
be continued in office.
There is going to be a fight in the
MR. SAPP TOJAVE
Senate on the confirmation of Govern- - Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Malicious and Venomous Warfare.
0." Sloan as federal judge for Arizona,
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who have seen any of his shows and
heard his music, know what to expect
in the line of bright, catchy limericks and melodies that will be whistled for many weeks to come.
The
song hit of the "Inside Inn" which
the Brens have just repeated in Albuquerque, namely, "Thats What They
Call Me Shine," is one of the catch
iest things heard in many moons and
scribed, before the Register or Re- is sure to be an Instantaneous hit here.
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at 'Billy," another little tune with an
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of unresistable swing to it will be sung
too.
Then "Alexander's
Nov. 1911.
Rag Time
,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Band," called the teaslngest,
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
persuadingest tune ever writTeodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of ten. Oh, well what's the use in telling all about it today.
Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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1 have gotten entirely rid of all my
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Ikidney trouble and am as sound now
as ever."
Borrego Francisquita
For sale by all druggists.
Canan ChaB.
Clark Durand
THOMAS J. MABRY,
State Senator From Curry County.
Casner, Lillian.
TIMETABLE ALL
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Oklahoma and attended as far as the
$8
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X
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"A. T. A . F. By."
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Jt years old.
age, taking a job with a lumber firm
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Public schools and Univer- - $ and by perseverance and strict atten
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8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
X tion to duty rose to its manager. He
S sity of Oklahoma.
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X saved enough to give him two years at
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Levy A. W.
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.
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T. m.
X ago.
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vis, the Magic City, was being creLusero Juan
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3S
and is its editor.
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courageous fighter for the administra- way.
Ruybalid Ellsaria
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school for Clovis, an ambition which H. D. Terrel, but he won a brillian.
Smith W, C.
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D. A It. Q. y.
Carlsbad, Portales, Tucumcari and campaign and was elected by a good
Urton Lake Land & Water Co.
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V
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October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
on
j. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866
W 2
SW
Ho. 10100, for SE
S-and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
Township 15 N-- , Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,

Li.

and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and illustrated
talogues address:

ca-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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Winter Siloes
Smart

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Nov. 14. Vita tne
rp.ving a
European visible supply
smaller increase than expected, traders on the bull side of the wheat market today felt somewhat encouraged.
The opening was the same as last
otf. December started
nisht to
to S3
!n 93
unchingec to
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lower, and rose to 93
bles gave strength to corn. December
to 63
last night's
ripened at 63
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Snappy, Strong
Shoes for U
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ber a shade higher at
The close was steady at 63
for
931-25-8-
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December, a gain of 34c net.
Oats showed sympathy with the
December
gain in other cereals.
started unchanged at 47
and rose
to 47
The huge run of hogs west made
provisions weak. Initial sales were a
shade to 7
down, with May at
16.60 to 16.62
for pork; 9.50 for
for ribs.
lard, and 8.52
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Dainty Slippers
for your stay at
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DOCTORS' PRESCRIPTION

FOR

ECZEMA
The most advanced physicians of
this country and Europe are now prescribing a wash of wintergreen tnymol
and other soothing and healing ingredients for the cure of Eczema, Psori
asis and all other forms of skin
trouble. This compound is known as
the D. D. D. Prescription.
Dr. Holmes, the well known skin
"I am convinced
specialist, writes;
that the D. D. D. Prescription is as
much a specific for Eczema as is quinine for malaria. We have been prescribing the D. D. D. remedy for
years."
We ourselves vouch for the D. D. D.
Prescription for Eczema and absolutely guarantee that it will take away
the itch the instant you apply it
If you will call at our store we will
be glad to let you have a $1.00 bottle
on the guarantee that it will cost you
nothing unless you find it does the
work. And you decide. For that matter a trial bottle for 25 cents ought to
be enough absolutely to prove the
merits of the. remedy.
Drop into our store, anyway, and as
we have seen a great many cases of
skin trouble, we will give you free a
pamphlet giving directions for bathing, diet, etc., for all kinds of skin

This is the best place to
buy any and all of the
above styles. It is a
store that gives full and

.

trouble.
Ask for the D. D. D. pamphlet
"Cause and Cure of Skin Disease."- Get
posted on this wonderful remedy today. Capital Pharmacy.
,

-

or

honest values. We exercise care to see that
you are properly fitted..
You get prompt, courteous, intelligent service
and the best value for
your money. Our idea
is to serve you as much
as to sell you.
You are Welcome to Buy

or to Try.

Where
Quality
Meets
Price
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.6 Weekly,
Daily, per mouth, by mail
Chicago, 111., Nov. 14. Cattle Re- prospects are good."
60 maturing. The
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
political
Daily, per jear, by mail
Market steady to 10c
She failed to see the quizzical smile
10,000.
horizon caused France to draw in her ceipts,
Texas he cast at her.
lower. Beeves, $4.C59.10;
money and the amount of Parisian
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The
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big brown one.
every postotfiee in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation In some parts of the empire signs of $3.005.70; cows and heifers, $2.00
"I I am not Colette Grey," she said,
amon the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
uneasiness among bank depositors ap- 5.85; calves, $5.508.00.
"I am a very different sort of
Market,
33,000.
faintly,
Hogs
Receipts,
peared. The failure of the Bank of 5 to 10c lower.
,
Light $o.757.40; person."
Egypt did not help matters.
"I have felt that all along, some
"The gravity of the situation ap- mixed, $5.756.55; heavy, $5.956.5o;
way. You have a different air. But
pears from the fact that in a single rough, $5.956.20; good to choice
Iweek the Imperial Bank lost thirty- - heavy, $G.20'G.50;
pigs, 3.85 5.40; why are you here?"
"My aunts they were determined
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"And so I bought some gingham
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myself holding a lively grudge against
There was a while there that 1 i sajd, that I would rather be a
"All of which shows how a great. with unstudied grace.
a person I was expected to make love
efserve
You
"Callers
can
bank
a
are
than
event
with
with
a
central
deal
editor
us,
crisis,
they did, but they pretty
president.
try
great
to by order!"
Tuesmind
of
out
have
an
it
unW7hat
my
and
0f
would
with
a
she
added
the
you
know,"
smile,
you
ajj
fectually put
people,
have,; happened here
"It is most
she agreed,
"and
these have decided to spend looking at himunpleasant,"
endless opportunity to peddle good der like conditions? Perhaps another
day.
thoughtful-ness- .
with
gentle
1'
Considering the circumstances,
cheer, to preach the doctrine of the suspension of cash payments; another the night, I believe!"
"There is no freshness left to
have every reason to be pleased witn ' wholesome life, to put the kibosh on breakdown of the banking system;
They gazed at each other solemnly life like that."
Of all men another six or eight months of busi- for a moment, and then laughed.
my vote. That I did as well as I did. gloom, to laugh, to love.
"Colette!" James Blakeson leaned
What a gem this girl was among
is proof that my work in this town in chaves county I am able to do this, ness doldrums because we haven't
toward the girl with serious lips but
these
been
with
and valley has
while pointing out the right political the apparatus to meet a crisis. We
appreciated.
good, simple hill people,
with eyes brimming with laughter.
ana earning the blue ballot know we are rather more liable to her delicate beauty and refined ways!
I had to bear the burden of being way
"Colette, have you never detected
paper every Saturday night.
the editor- of a Republican
It is a great fiscal conflagrations than any other James Blakeson gazed at her until the
promising about me anywhich believed that the mistakes of blessing, a great responsibility, and great nation; but we rely upon noth- soft color deepened in her cheeks, and anything
that might be considered above
the party leaders on the other side i bave the know-hoand the will to ing- but a volunteer bucket brigade to her reproachful eyes dropped to her thing
a keeper's station?"
of the hills were preferable to Demo- - deliver the goods,
pink gingham lap.
put them out."
Colette
You
j
have not always lived here, "What can looked at him In wonder.
cratic misrule.
What is a little old measly legisyou possible mean?"
Colette?"
he
said,
In the endeavor to make the people jative job compared to such a stunt,
gently.
As is customary,
the Democratic
"I mean that I am not keeper of
do
ask?"
see the same way I traveled some!anyhow?
"Why
you
territorial central committee met be"You seem different from these peo- 'The Bowlders.' Not by any means do
thousand miles and delivered a couple
I occupy so Independent and enviable
hind closed uors at Albuquerque yesrotnot
some way. Have you no home?"
were
of dozen speeches that
THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING. terday, 'ihe Republican central com- ple,
a position!
ten except in spots.
"Only the sort of home my aunts
The continued interest of the peo- - mittee has established the custom of make for
"When I came up to look things
T
Tl
rTl.A n.nn n.Un
Colette Grey
answered
me,"
U1an wU cnrn x eoM Q- TVlZiQ
over I saw they took It for granted I
0( New MeXiC0 in the Good Roads opening its meetings to all comers quietly.
an untrue or an unchivalrous thing .ple
in Luna and in the due course of time, the
movement is exemplified
Determination clutched the heart of was the new keeper. So I let it
in any of them is a liar and wears
The citlzens south of Vem- - Democratic leaders will also recog- Blakeson.
county- stand, that I might get better ac
who
nize the wisdom and fairness of takLlwSEid at some other points
"But how will your mother receive quainted with the neighbors
tne ing the public into their confidence.
an inexperienced hill girl?" whispered would accept the servant when they
I had the inevitable anvil chorus from
m
would scorn the master."
'hlch
Discretion in his ear.
those who have not been unable to contribution fhas
com- "And you would have married Han
Leaders of both parties agree that
"She will receive my wife unless I
use me,'.. who blamed me for being
Jhe
to
the
and
nah
most
Territory
the
Grey's niece?" questioned
Is
missioners
the
Sandoval
easily
county
am
De
answered
true to the people
greatly mistaken,"
r who pay my salary will add a similar amount. This new
i
purchased of all counties in New Mex termination with grim purpose.
, girl, wonderlngly.
and who are right, of a considerable
"I would marry you, dear heart,
road is the result of the satisfactioa ico. The reformers carried it big
,v.
But you must remember you are
" this time; the standpatters had all Keeper at 'The Bowlders" Insisted whoever you were, if you would
llu
The
is
unpardonable.
doxy
something
Roau.-methe
rough he Sands
their own way last time. At the next Discretion, with unnecessary persisreal live ones worked and voted for Commission
The election? Quien sabe? There are no tence.
of the Territ ory
"If I can produce sufflcifflit creden.
it.
of
am
and I
very proud
do you think I may be accepted
this
tials
the1
Sandoval
in
I
love
with
ev
county.
Whatever am,
her
I have no criticism whatever of
ra? business to the newspapers
additional
cried the not only by the aunts, but by yourself
beat
of
heart!"
my
ery
"yellow dog" Democrat who believed , merchants of
as well. Colette?"
Deming and has been
several whole being of the man fiercely.
New Mexico has elected
that an unfit Democrat was better 0
"My name Is Patricia Colette Bel
school superinbe
he
a
women
to
"Colette,"
county
said,
and more to be desired than a com- strength
great
ThD
she suggested, in a small voice.
Mimbres Val ey
don,"
the
s
of
his
sham
under
progres-sivenescalmness
the
isn't
We
have
pulsing
tendents. That,
petent and clean Republican.
name Is neither unfamiliar
"The
of
uth
7'
the
to
?
manner, going
her and lifting her
but the real thing.
tne,W serve more
that kind of partisans in the Republi- much
nor unpleasant. And tell me Patri
people
longer,
e going to hold,
gently to her feet, "Colette, look at
can party and they
communication easier
cia," placing his hands upon her
me!"
WESTERN MEET
this country back for nigh onto a,fw
,n
shoulders, "was the man Blake Went-pumplng gec.
The
and
lifted
her
eyes
bravely,
'
KANSAS
CITY.
girl
AT
P
tion of the Mimbres Valley.
flush that flooded her face at his worth?"
the
Many criticised me for not using
"How could you know?" cried Pat
The Carlsbaa road has also proven
look faded suddenly, leaving her pale
(Continued Irom rage One.)
personalities and describing certain g0 profitabie that the Chaves county
ricia sharply. "You do not mean that
and shaken.
Not for Benny. autnorities have asked and finally se--I
well known facts.
you
I love you! I love you!" he said.
tried telling all of the truth at the cured an appropriation for a similar loans, and their deposit liability, and
"Patricia, do not blame me! I bated
she
No,
no!"
cried..
reat the same time pay out their
last county election, and the T)emo-roa- d
througn the gandg ast of Ros- "You must being thrown at your head as much
No, no!" she cried.
aid
to
the
work
that
is,
they
serves;
crats naa tne Diggest majority m uis,- Much of this
as you disliked having me. But
country now
!
not."
Personal cleanliness, brains, throws its trade to the Texas side business public. In this country,- we
tory.
Will you marry me?" he looked at could not see any way out of it if
borof
the
face
in
the
are In eclipse when the while good roads would bring It Into slam the door
and know-hoallowed myself to be presented, with
her compellingly.
partisan spirit mounts In the voter's Roswell, Artesia, and Carlsbad. An- rower just when he is in the greatest
The experienced heart of the girl out offending two families and upsetThere were some things I other sand road is to be constructed need. This is why we have panics beat as
breast.
riotously as true pink gingham ting the tradition. So I absented mycould have said that would have been from Portales to Clovis to bring those which other countries escape. This is hearts and
to do. Many self! My only excuse, Patricia darsupposed
would
now
is
world
nature.
It
true, of a personal
men of many stations In life had ling, is that I-- did not know you!"
twQ county seats into closer commer- why the great business
have done no earthly good, and would cial relations.
WThat is best stout demanding a reform in the interest begged for her hand when It was soft
"Oh," cried Patricia, "I'm glad
have caused heart burnings galore.
this good reads movement ?s that Mi 9 .of the borrower and of the working- and white and
but never you're not the keeper because there
In telling how it feels to be licked people seeing and appreciating the man-as this man did for the little brown would have been a dreadful fuss and
it is only fair to make some confes- work done by the territorial good Compare the accounts of European hand of Colette Grey!
I could never have given you up! But
sions.
I can hear their horrid egotism!"
and American banks in times of crisis.
roaas commission are re?dy to
Oh, I cannot you do not under
"You will not have to bear it alone,
One is that I am the sorriest camtoward extending more rapid The former show that at the height of stand," she murmured miserably. "I
dear heart," he said, kissing her tenI have deceived you!"
the pressure, the note or deposit item
paigner that ever went before the ly the good roads system planned.
There are certain set and
was in every instance largely inpeople.
"Will you tell me you do not love derly.
"The dear aunties looked decidedly
tiaditional necessities in this line and New Mexico Is to be the subject of creased because of new loans, while me?" he insisted still more gently.
t haven't any of them.
unhappy in the lane just now, let us
Oh, if only he were not a keeper
another congressional investigation! the cash reserves were freely paid
But it could go and scatter some of our Burplus
I can't set on a box and whittle. if the talk of the more rampant Pro- - out; that is, the banks retained their what a man he was!
never be; she could never have the happiness, my girl."
I keen thinking all the time that it orressives and Democrats mean any- - lending function and aided the busi
"They cannot cheat us of the fun
is a sin to waste good time that way, thing. They declare, when the House ness public just when help was most courage. Sobs shook her and she hid
we have had, anyway," answered she
and that every sweater who so wastes meets in a few weeks it will appoint an needed. On the other hand, with her face against his coat.
"What does anything matter, since of the pink gingham with
his time is frittering away energy investigating committee, Democratic, slight exceptions, the accounts of our
that could better be used in the fields of course, to Investigate the alleged country and reserve-citbanks, in we love each other, dear?" he asked,
or at some useful work.
such panics as 1893 and 1907, show a when she was quiet.
election frauds committed by the
Colette remained motionless, fight- HAS NUMBERED
with the emphasis on the liquidation and decline of the deposit
I can't drink whiskey. I hate the
THE STARS
taste of it and know its effects too Republicans, so that enough legisla- item, due to a refusal to extend or to ing for strength. She did not wish to
to
or
be
one
when
but
fight
strong;
well to consider it anything except tors can be unseated and enough votes make new loans, while the cash re
Dutch Astronomer Says There Are
If I had to succeed by the thrown out, to assure the election of serves actually increased, instead of has family traditions, and two dear
About 842,000,000,
poison.
and Who
use of it in the conventional candi- every Democratic state and county being paid out; that is, when reserves though exacting maiden aunts, one
Shall Contradict Him.
must
never
weakenj
date way, I would never succeed in candidate and of two United States fell to the legal limit or banks sudden
Upon the soft evening air, there
A tremendous task, that of countbeing elected constable.
senators. In other words, poor New ly abdicated their' lending function came
the sound of unthe stars up to the nineteenth
It is impossible for me to warm up Mexico will be in the unfavorable end refused to lend just when loans certainunexpectedly
ing
and
a
refined,
Impatient magnitude, has been
to some blockhead who hasn't sense limelight again, and business prosper- were most needed, tsuch an outcome voice: steps
.undertaken by
enough to wear union suits, and jolly ity and economic progress can- take of our disorganization of credit is cer"I am certain Hannah' said Patricia the Dutch astronomer, Professor Kap-teywho has collected all the mate
him, and beg him for his vote. About another indefinite vacation until hun- tainly intolerable; it affects the bor- went down this
lane, but I assuredly rial furnished
the only argument that appeals to gry politicians have had their revenge rowing public and the industrial work see
by the most recent disof her!"
nothing
such a critter is a whiskey bottle, a or are satiated, or until after the pres- man more than the banks; and It
notably those from the Amer"Oh." whispered the girl, lifting her coveries,
ican observatories.
bill, and the idential election clears the political
dirty store, a
would be useless stupidty to allow it head in sudden alarm. "I cannot see
Stars of less size than the fourI just simply can't reach
party lash
to continue.
them now! What can I do?"
teenth magnitude are found in
this kind of a voter.
James Blakeson ' glanced through
in the milky way, and the
I can't make the conventional poof
Evidence
the wild cherry bushes at the two ap- work of
gigantic election
All the time my
counting them from photolitical harangue.
use of money
shameless
at
the
back
and
the
figures,
frauds,
proaching
graphic plates can best be described
mind Is full of the beauty of this great
of
face.
.
and
voters, especially
girl's appealing
debauchery
as similar to counting blood corof the
slope. I keep on thinking
Then lifting her bodily, he set her
in Bernalillo and Sandoval counties,
MONEY AND METALS.
under a microscope.
grandeur of the valley manhood as a is accumulating and it seems, one of
on
her feet on the opposite side of puscles
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 14. Lead steady
Professor Kapteyn places the total
rule, of the wonderful transformation the first tasks for the
the wall, vaulted It himself, and at 842,000,000 stars, the
legislature, will 4:15; Spelter strong 6.40.
average being
of the desert.'6; Some little cottonhead,
crashed hastily through the under- 20,100 stars to
LARD AND RIBS,
be to appoint a committee to make a
PORK,
GRAIN,
the square degree of
on
his
to
sleep.,',
mother's
arm,
gone
growth.
Dec.
the heavens. He has further calcuChicago, 111., Nov. 14. Wheat
rises up thememories that are never complete investigation of these frauds.
"Scamper," he said, grasping her lated that the total light emanating
May 99
I see some fellow This is necessary to prevent their refar from tears.
hand firmly, and breathlessly they from all the stars is
Corn Dec. 63
May 65.
equal to 2,384
with the warts of honest toil on his petition in the future, and also to assped over the rough ground to the times the luminosity of a star of the
Oats Dec. 47
May
hands and patches on his pants, who sure the candidates rightfully "electshelter of the woods below.
first magnitude.
Pork Jan. 16.171-2- ;
has proven bis friendship for me ed their offices.
"Let's begin over again," said the
.
9.25271-2Lard
Jan.
According to the Dutch scientist the
these many years, and visions of how
young man, when they, were com- boundaries of the universe, as far as
Kibs Jan. 8.37
to better his kind, and to make this How much the reform and progresfortably seated on a convenient log human science has been able to peneWOOL MARKET!
life something else than peonage. sive ideas prevailed on the side can
trate, extend to 32,000 light years.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 14. wool, un and had regained their breath.
be
from
the
fact
that
28,000
gauged
These
rhetoric.
spoils my political
"What is the nse? What I told you
and western me
Territory
changed.
Democrats
and
for
voted
a
re
as
and
Progressives
things keep slipping in,
is final!" Colette tried to speak ausfine mediums,
sult my effectiveness as a political McGill for attorney general when diums, 16
He Came From Providence.
terely.
15c.
11
they had a chance to vote for Frank 18c; fine,
"And what do you think of Chispeaker is nit plus.
"But you answer too soon. You did
Livestock
I can't tak th ground that every- W. Clancy.
what I had to say."
cago?"
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 14. Cattl- e- not hear
body who disagrees with me political
"It was disappointing."
"I do not wish to hear; I cannot enMar
18,000
1,000.
"Senator
including
Andrews.
Some
That's the way Receipts,
"
for my answer must be . "In what way?"
ly is either a fool or a knave.
vw
Jamie,
dure
it,
to
lower.
Native
shade
'
of the best men in the valley are it is going to be written very shortly," ket steady
"I stood on the sidewalk in front
same!"
the
southern steers,
Some of them are on the so says the Roswell Morning News, steers. $5.509.00:
Democrats
"Dear, dear girl!" His hand went of one of the biggest hotels for 20
I wouldn't tear Democratic, in Its editorial columns. $4.0006.25: Southern cows and heif out to the pink gingham where it flut- minutes one evening and didn't hear
Democratic ticket
eat and abuse them to wear the toga This is the time that the News ha ers, $2.7504.50; native cows and heif tered over the rough log. "Still, you anybody eating soup."
ers, $2.755.00; ftockers and feeders, ought to listen. It isn't fair not to
f Senator, They bare a right to tbelr the correct hunch.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
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Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,

,5ash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
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WHEN
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THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
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A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
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CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

Mrs. Jaffa will not be at home

Business

;

Your Patronage Solicited
1. E. IAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

'Established

Cashier,

Cashier

Incorporated 1903.

1856.

A Handsome Assortment

RIBBONS

of Fancy Stock for the

Holiday Trade

THE FINEST WE HAVE EVER HAD

i

PERSONAL MENTION

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs
And Pillow Tops

)

Miss Cheshire is ill at her home on
Buena Vista Heights.
T. P. Terhune, a business man of
Albuquerque, is at the Montezuma.
Attorney JTancis C. Wilson for the
Pueblo Indians is in the Duke City.
J. Eaton, the well known meat sales
man of Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
Theodoro Chacon, a business man
of Las Vegas, is at the Montezuma.
Ben Baum, the well known
lace
salesman, left yesterday for Albuquerque.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police is in Albuquer
que.
T; D. Lieb of Raton, Democratic
candidate for district judge, is ln
town.
treasurer-elec- t
or
U. in. Aiarron.
New Mexico, arrived today from Al
buaueraue
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
at the Palac
Colonel George W. Prichard. secre-- '
tary of the "Progressive" Reoublican
league, arrived today from Albuquer- A

LIBERAL

We Guarantee

que where he attended the McDonald
reception.
Miss Pattie Turner, representing
Rosenwald Brothers of Albuquerque,
is at the Palace hotel.
E. E. Veeder, a Democratic politician and lawyer of Las Vegas arrived
this afternoon from Las Vegas.
Paz Valverde candidate for Congress on the Democratic ticket, is
here from Clayton, Union county.
Dr. J. A. Massie was one of the
Santa Feans who went to Albuquer
que to welcome W. n McDonald.
Simon Nusbaum, chief clerk of the
territorial treasurer's office was not
at his post today owing to a severe

FROM

Artistic Line that wiil please the lovers

I A Most

$

of the Home Beautiful

Rl'GELAR

IN

PRICE

on all Fancy Wings and
Feather Goods
In order

I

Milliner, Southeast Cor. Plaza.

A nice, soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high art
outing used in our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at

rl

SCR

a living price, $1. 00, 1.25 and $1.50.

Ladies' Muslin Gowns always at a price that is
usually surprising to all alike.

clrl"

We carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment that is very satisfying, at the popular price
of $2.25.
Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.

.1

n,Z'

j
:

'

,,..

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.50, $2.50

!

at the Montezuma hotel. n,Hv nf
Noth,n8.
today.
t1,- - ftn 0 v
To unquestionably
Fra
Drove to the
people that indigestion and dyspepsia Jemez forest, is expected back to- can be nermanentlv relieved and that mnrrnw frnm Alliiiniiamno
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will bring is attending the meeting of forest su- - ftFW METHOD TOILET SHOP
uuuut mis result, we win iurmsn tne pervisors.
MRS R. LOPEZ. .
medicine absolutely free if it fails to
G. H. Van Stone rmnrratlr- give satisfaction to any one using it. date for corporation commissioner
Manicurinsr
Shampooing
The remarkable success of Rexall from Estancia, Torrance county, was
Hair Dressing Massaging
Dyspepsia Tablets is due to the high a noon-daarrival today. He is at
Chiropody
degree of scientific skill used in devis- - the Montezuma hotel.
C
m
K0
UVer ' Andrews More
rr0n
their
ing
formula, as well as to the; W. C. McDonald, governor-elec- t
of
care exercised in their manufacture, New Mexico, did not arrive in Santa
wuereuy. me wen Known properties fe today from Albuaueraue as was x- of
and Pensin
have been combined with Carmina- - some of hia friends Wk-hwin
tives and other agents.
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
come here tomorrow.
e
fUHn u( I
and Pepsin are
e:.. DleaU.a idt
ir
Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Selieman
uanr.
;
LuaTts i ills I).
constantly employed and recognized Judge N. B. Laughlln, Levi A. Hughes
.
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regis- elements of the digestive fluid. With- - tered at the Palace hotel,
out it the digestion and assimilation
THE TIME TO BUY
Principal Charles Schreck of the' ,
of food are impossible.
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WATER BOTTLES
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thereby insuring fresh goods.
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the complete relief or w
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.Tablets on our own personal guaran- - Clovis, all
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The Rexall Store.
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Ladies' Night Gowns, the same materials
similar range of prices.
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Union Suits.

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

CLERICAL. EMPLOYES OF
Mounted Policeman Anolonio A.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY WIN OUT.
Sena returned Saturday night from a
business trip to Santa Fe. Las Vegas They Are Given an Advance in Wages
as Are Also the Telegraph
Optic.
Alvan N. White, Democratic candl- Operators.
date for school
superintendent, is
here from Silver City. He is at the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Montezuma
Washington, u. (J., Nov. 14. Presi. UWeD
.. .
ataate
oent
W. W. Finley, of the Southern
"em"auc
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counly Ior corporation Kauway has announced that several
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"
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schools
Lincoln
permtendent
Arrangements were completed yester-countarrived today to attend the day whereby the
telegraph operators
meetmg of the educators tomorrow.
v, be granted th increages recently
...
John Morrow, a Democratic 'eartpr
and lawyer of Raton Colfax county.
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Night Gowns, Pajamas,

to close out the line.

MISS A. MUGLER

He is

Art Draperies and Curtain Scrims

Of 25 Per Cent.

REDUCTION

cold.

OFFER

to Relieve Dyspepsia.

31.

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

&

j

Full Line of Dress Trimmings
Just what you want for your winter clothes.
The ideas are drawn from the latest fashion

J4-

I

1

-

O. Box, 219.

:

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

:

:

:

,i.

r

Phone 36

:

D0Y0UINTA1I?!
Let us tell you about a

six-roo-

i

m

house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings

-

the Proposition

INSURANCE,

.

SURETY BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

,

119 San Francisco St.

DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,

and we can show you. Our stock is comolete in all details

'r

Reliable

JeweterH.

C. YONTZ,

1

Saa Fraaciso
Street

RISING,
108 Palace Avenue

Day

and Night Phone.

;

;

ST
Phone,

130 Red.

m

Automobile

SIGN PAINTING

j

dinner.
JUST IN
305 San Francisco Street.
Mrs. Nora Brumback, one of the
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL best county institute conductors
in
New Mexico, and a leading educator,
NUTS and ALMONDS
at present superintendent of the San
ita Rosa -public schools, arrived last
of night on the New Mexico Central to j
ana take part in the
tie in
Aunt
Famous New attendance,
Mexico Teachers' '. Association
She will be the guest of
meeting.
PANCAKE FLOUR
CARPENTERS
County School Superintendent and.
Mrs. John V. Conway at their home on
AND
CABINET
MAKERS.
Also Scudder's Maple Syrup the south side. Mrs. Brumback conducted the Santa Fe county Institute
last June, which proved so successful
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
and beneficial to the ,teachers.

Just in, a Fresh Stock

J. P. Steed

Jemima's

MULLIGAN

Also

that

H.

cooking a delight.

S. KAUNE

a

SIGN PAINTING

GO

If you want anything on earth

a New Mexican Want Ad.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
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Work Guaranteed.
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DRY GOODS
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Just a Word About Bonds
want to

Of course you

do BUSI-

NESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is

at

RIGHT, and

RATES

that are

RIGHT. Why not get acquainted
THE NATIONAL SURETY

with

COMPANY.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

1

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
WE KNOW
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in SantaFe.
125 Palace

MDC W llNnHABIVr
f

ifiiiiumnii,

iiiiMiiiiMiMi

Santa Fe.
New Mexico
-

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using It. It saves on your light bill and
pay for, by having It right where
THE
Our display rooms are open for your
you

X
A

Fine Line of
Blankets and Half Wool and
and Cotton. Those Soft, Fluffy Comforters that
keep you warm and yet are not so heavy.

Avenue.

try

XXXXX XX

Blankets and
Comforters

Son

DONE

X

is
'i!

Wil-

ton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

a

success managing amateur minstrels,
H.
KAUNE
GO. arrived last
night from Albuquerque
.
n i
" opcuu Bume iiuie nere getting
up a cast to present "The Inside Inn
TTI1C1C T I llta
AlC LOW CS.wWcli was given with great eclat in
the Duke City a short time ago.
1
i
FOR
Mrs. Mae C. fioh man Hlvlo Harrl.
SAFE QUALITY
son, Nellye Hershberger, Carrie B.
We guarantee each and every Bot
Barnett. all of Tucumcari, and Mrs.
tie we sell to last one year.
Lillian M. Gridley of Lodi, Ohio, are
teachers who arrived at the Palace
RPOfs
hotel last night. They have come
Always Reliable
to attend the convention of the New I
4
4
Mexiqo Educational Association which
meets here tomorrow.
J Phone, Red Ml. Niht Phone, Red 58. J
Poor coffee is an un
The Rev. A. M. Mandalarl. S .T .!
"
wholesome
drink. To
iiuitu jesuit scnoiar ana pulpit
is
here
from
orator,
the
Duke
to
the
City
begin
day by drinking
give a three days' retreat to the con-- !
it clouds an otherwise
victs at the territorial
penitentiary. '3SXXX3SXXXXXJS3S3J5X
cheerful mind. See to
raner Mandalari performed that kindly office here two years ago and the
it, then, that you have
&
convicts greatly appreciated his serChase & Sanborn's
mons and his kind words.
PAINTING
High Grade Coffee
William H. Andrews, delegate in
with its fragrant.
congress from New Mexico, and who
will be elected to one of the two Unit-e- l
aroma and mmm
States senatorshins from New Mex
ico arrived this afternoon from his
perfect
home in Albuquerque and at once went
color.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
to the Palace hotel where many prominent Republicans called on him after
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Carriage

JULIUS H. GERDES.

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti- cle That You Might Be Interested In.
A

.

npufinisTs

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
THERE IS

"""s

RIITT

Everyone does.
At this store you will find
the latest creations in wearing apparel for Men and Women.

of

HAVE

1

come you.

.

it,

d.u

.

S.

REAL ESTATE.

B

some fine Sets China for the table,
WE Cabinets
as many pieces as you wish.
Kitchen
make

.

DUCATORS, we wel

Call and see us.

'n

-

0. C. WATSON & CO.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

"

y

$1,000

r

I

naih,i

(

$1,000-

We forgot to say that we are now beginning to
show our Xmas line of new novelties. You know what
" Santa " saye about the early buyer.
I

rf

'win

Handles

S.

P. S

PLAZA BAKERY

e

.

W

nnMP&NY
UUIIII fill I t

OS

:

PRICE-MAKER-

aismuth-bubmtrat-

SELIG1
$ P.

nil

Aa

J

'

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

y

SAVES

EYES.

Inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get
away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.

3- -

TT
--- I

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, VASHINGTON STREET,

1

'
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Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brush,
es, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her back
aching, her
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not per-m-it
of refreshing sleep. The real need of
women is sat.sned by Dr. Pierce's Favorite weak, nervous
Prescription.

It Makes

Weak Women Strong
and Sick Women Well.

Illinois

NIreCt
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Perfection
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the Stupendous
Assessed Valuation of
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(Head Up)

STATIONS
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16

Housework Drudgery

6,312,484,641

LT..D08 Moines, N. M...Ar
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PROPERTY WORTH

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st
Miles

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1911.

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Bead Down)

&

M.

05
20

MONETARY

SYSTEM

Americans Must Fertilize Soil
and Grow Better Wheat in

the Future.

weaknesses, heals intlam.
cures those
ulceration,
so peculiarand
to women.
It
J?J?.".'?.'''e.
nerves,
encourages
tbe
appetite and induces resttul sleep.
Pl:teTce- " Perfect,y willing to let every one know what
"'TZ"

Sfii?i"rf

his
Prescription" contains, a complete list of
ingredients on the
Do not let
unscrupulous druggist persuade you that his substitute any
of unknown
composition is "just as good" in order that he may make
a bigger profit. Just smile and shake your head I
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ills.
bottle-wrappe- r.

Chicago, Nov. 14 Rebellion against
the present monetary system by which
Ar
Cimarron
.Lv
the general business of the West suf
Lv
Cimarron
.Ari a m
6 35
fers from being at the mercy of a
W
Nash
6 27
Harlan
17
centralized credit system suddenly veloped and widespread interest was
94
645
Ar
Ute Park, N. M .Lv
6 00
has
broken out in notable public dis- aroused in the outcome of the conm
MINES AND MINE
p
cussions
of which Chicago seems like- test between United States and Cana(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Rr. train both North and South.!!
dian contestants. The National Coun, to
be
the
ly
center.
Declarations
88tae tor Van Houten N', M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
made at the dinner here of the West- cil of Grain Exchanges has considerIt is then she needs a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
iiiano imvn uw rws, n, m rar aiizaoetniown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
Nations' Coal Production.
ern Economic Society at which Sen- ed the importance of improving the
. ...
.uuuu irip. nny pouna Baggage carried free.
Its quick, glowing heat warms up a room in next to no time.
The United States Geological Surper acre yield and the quality of
O. 4 S. train leaves Des Moines, N, M- for the south at 11:11
ator
Aldrich
on
re
spoke
currency
p. in. iarrlvei from tb
th at 4:38 a. m
form and at the Kansas City Conven grain grown by the American farmer, vey has issued its annual coal chart,
That is the beauty of a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
It Is
the need of decided im- - showing the production of coal by
of
tion
the
Com- forseeing
T, G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
always ready for use; you can carry it wherever you please; and you
M. WILLIAMS,
iHutcmeui in uom particulars even states from the year 1814 to 1910. The
mercial
indicate
deterthe
Congress
Superintendent.
V. P. & G. M
in supplying the nation's bread. H. H. t figures relate a wonderful
light it only when you want it
Q. P. A fent.
history of
mination of business men to secure
The Perfection Oil Heater is smokeless and odorless
a patented automatic
tbe adoption of a more equitable Gross, president of the National Soil growtn. in 1814 a total of 22 tons
device insures that.
It is reliable, safe and economical
of
bums nine hours on one
coal
was produced in Pennsylvania.
It was Professor J Fertility League, has declared: "Withbanking system.
drums finished either in blue enamel or plain steel, with
filling. Handsome, too
Lawrence Laughlin, chairman of the in fifty or sixty years mighty changes In 1815 the percentage of increase was
nickel trimmings.
executive committee of the National have come over the United States good but still only 5b tons were takDealers everywhere ; or write lor descriptive circular to any agency of
Citizens League in his Kansas City Small towns have grown into great en out. By 1825 over 100,000 tons
who graphically portrayed the cities, and there now exist sixty odd were mined in the two states producspeech
YOUR FREIGHT
Continental Oil Company
millions of
dependence of the smaller financial who are notpeople that must be fed, ing. In 1850 the figure had reached
(Incorporated)
producers of food sup- 7,018,181 tons. In 1876 it was 53280,-00- 0
Institutions upon the greater city
tons. At the end of the centurv
The fertile land has all been
plies.
He
banks.
declared
that
the
strangpotato
of the lending power of banks taken; much of that which was taken " was 269,684,027 tons. In 1905 it
ling
tat, Arizona, Mexico and te th Pacific Coast, via 3UBW
392,722,635 tons. In 1907, which
under the present system is "a crime up thirty, forty, fifty and one hundred ''was
cement in 1900. 'o addition to Port
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraaca,
has
been so robbed of its 14 was supposed would remain the rec-- f
years
ago
Now"
what is the
land cement there was also produced against society.
ertility, that it is producing a lessen- - ord year for some time, the produche said.
"Obviously, only ed yield from
last year 1,139,239 barrels of natural remedy?"
year to year, and tens tiQn was 480,363,424 tons, but in 1910
kind
of
that
deswhich
reform
will
Palace.
of millions of acres have been aban-itll- e
cement and 95,951 barrels of puzzolan
enormous total was reached of
this
and
to
troy
aid
dependence
C. A. Sapp, Kansas City.
give
doned as being unable to produce a 501,596. 378 short tons, a production
a total of 77,785,141 barrels. the smaller
cement,
THE
if
satisfacEAST
it has
banks,
Frank H. H. Roberts, Las Vegas.
sufficient yield to warrant the labor o! larger by far than that of any other
Steady Decrease in Price.
tory paper, as a right and not as a faMrs. Mac Gohlman, Tucumcari.
There are no new acres country in the world. So steady has
The price of Portland cement in vor.
Men do not like to go down cultivation.
Mrs. Lillian M. Gridley, Lodi, Ohio. 1910 was
as low as 73 cents a barrel on their knees for special favors and to cultivate, or at any rate, so few 'been the increase in American coal
Hixie Harrison, Tucumcari.
as to be unimportant. Hence if the Production that most of the years
in some places, the average for the when that is no
OR
longer necessary the
Nellie Hashberger, Tucumcari.
is to be have been record breakers. The total
United States being 89.- - cents a bar present form of unregulated centrali- population of the future
C. B. Barnett, Tucumcari.
cared
for
Production since 1814 has been ap
must
be
it
I
increased
In
rel.
1890
by
the
was
will
zation
vitaswgi'
average price
ii.iMi
disappear. WThat we must
J. H. Dansburg Denver.
yield per acre:"
over $2 a barrel and as late as 1903 now strive for as in all other
proximately eight and a quarter bilgreat
Leo Schnurbusch, Springfield, Mo.
lion tons.
Good Profits In Apples.
it was $1.24 a barrel.
WEST
democratic movements is liberty un
.
!
W. B. Grigsby, Washington, D. C.
- Till
I
nuuoiB uas proaucea more coal
Gnnrt
Mr.
nni
nrnflt
it,
Burchard
der
to
law
measremarks
the
all
end
that
that
banks,
A. H. Holver, Denver.
an
ured by the capital invested the ce large and small, shall be placed on an good quality this year in a conspicu- !tha
,state eXMPt PonnsyL
J. Eaton, Las Vegas.
slnc
ment industry is one of the world's essentially equal footing."
The Na- ous degree, shipments to Chicago and'T '
! t0tal tonnase
C. Jenkins, Philadelphia.
mining first began ,n the
three great extractive industries. In tional Citizens League has under the
cities having brought very Z
A. Lilly, Jr., Baltimore.
Par rates and full iaforinattoa atMras
where the Statf,' being 790.333,235 short tons, ao
capital employed it apparently far out- closest scrutiny the plan of the Na- satisfactory prices only
Coronado.
t0 tn United States Geolog.
showed
tional
fruit
ranks
effect
the
Reserve
the
Association
of
as a cure
thorough f0r,dlg
James Martinez, Taos.
industry of the
the Produc-price- s
J
a.
for the country's monetary evils. Pro spraying and careful packing. High
United States, including Alaska
EUGENE FOX, f. p. Agat,
John Calwell, Hodges.
th Btate
El Pbm Texas.
wen es the copper industry.
fessor
were
realized
some
has
said
the
that
by
O. P. White, Hodges.
perplexLaughlin
Only
coal and iron stand ahead of it.
plan in its essentials with some pos- ed western growers whose thorough- lprodn?,,
W. L. Meers, Pueblo.
WeSt
produ-o- f
The principal constituent of Port- sible alteration of details will provide ness and care had won the confidence
S. E. Byrd, Crested Butte.
tons- - -the
much
to
Naneeded reform, and the
such an extents
iana cement is limestone,
European buyers
Paulito Padilla, Lamar, Colo.
and Mr.
Ha Mined Over Half Billion
Burchard's report summarizes
Teofilo Romero, Taos.
the tional Citizens League has approved that they were willing to buy by cable ;0hl
Tons of Coal,
most important limestone formations the principles embodied in the plan. carlot after carlot. The bulk of the
P. Mirabal, Taos.
Ohio
has
accordwestern
produced more coal than
in
all
crop,
Assessed Valuation is Billions.
apple
however,
Montezuma.
states. The greatest of these are
William W. Page, Albuquerque,
found in the eastern half of the Unit
The asssessecl valuation of Illinois ing to producers' representatives, will any other state except Pennsylvania,
C. A. Sapp, Kansas City.
ed States, where there are enormous Increased by many billion dollars dur- be sold west of the Rocky Mountains Illinois, and West Virginia. Since coal
H. W. Clark, Las Vegas.
limestone deposits. The report is ac- ing the 75 years that Fernando Jones because the east has been swamped mining began in Ohio' in 1838,
eastern apples. Michigan apples cording to the United States Geolog.
Ernest H. O. Day, Las Vegas.
companied by a map showing the dis- - knew Chicago, from the days when he
lcal Survey, the state has produced
Otto P. Gortz, Iowa City, la.
triDution of these limestones.
father still suffer in all the markets from 581,189,306
The fished with Pokagon, whose
short tons, the figures
S. C. Havad, Iowa City, la.
areas they cover comprise many sold northern Illinois to the white the bad methods of many apple grow- -'
G. F. Murray, Hodges.
snowing an almost steady increase,
tnousanas of square miles. The map man, to the day of his recent death. ers In that state, though several In
1850 tne production was 640, 000
Theo Chacon, Las Vegas.
aiso snows the location of the opera- Wild ducks swam in a swamp where growers have begun to establish a difln 18 " was 2,527,285 tons; in
tons;
ferent
care
for
their
Karl Works, Rockford.'lll.
fruit
reputation
ting cement plants in the United now stands the City Hall when Jones
14 was 11,494,506
tons; in 1900 it
landed from Buffalo with a cargo of being the one thing needful as the;1890
Edgar P. Jacob, New York.
States.
flavor and color of the apples usually, was 18,988,150 tons; in 1905 it was
USE THE
F. M. Rogers, Denver.
stoves.
Now
the
of
assessed
value
Exports Small; Imports Negligible
25,552,950 tons; and in 1910 it was
Leo Cahn, New York City.
That the manufacture of cement is the lands, lots and personal property surpass those of other states. Little 34,209,668 short
tons,
communities
where
R. Flater, New York City..
gets
orcharding
has reached the stupendous figure of
an American industry is shown
by the
Iron in Minnesota,
T. D. Lieb, Raton.
,312,484. 641.
After the big Chicago proper attention are adopting pro-- Tne Mesabi
fact that while our production last
Iron Range In Minne-highemethods and bidding for the'
L. Helfrlch, Albuquerque.
year was over 75,000,000 barrels our fire the keen memory of Mr. Jones gressive
BOta produced
in 1910, according to
in
S. P. Jones, Kansas City.
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for
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prices
any
won
recthe
of
"the
burnt
sobriquet
imports were only 306,863 barrels. Our
tne United States Geological Survey
all
over
But
the
apples.
and
T P. Terhune, Albuquerque.
country
ord
man," from the task of untang
exports were 2,475,957 barrels.
per cent of the entire iron-or- e
throughout Ontario and eastern pro- -' 53
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
ling the title tangle caused by the vinces
The following table shows the
of Canada the crop of mediocre Production of the United States. The
of
deeds
the
and
records.
burning
growth of the American Portland
or poor apples has been immense and Lake Superior district, including Min-th- e
SHORTEST LINE TO
cement industry and also the decrease More than one wealthy man in Chi
UNCLE SAM'S CEMENT
cider men are making a harvest nesotat Michigan, and Wisconsin,
t
had
occasion
to
be
for
cago
thankful
PRODUCTION BREAKS RECORD. In prices:
of poor and indifferent apples, dced 81
per cent of our total iron- his
indelible memory of the transacProduction of Portland Cement in the
ore production.
Figures from other
tions and locations in the distress of worms and all.
: Denver, Colorado
Pueblo
Statement of United States Geological
United States,
countries are not yet available for
1871 following the great fire. "It is
Bridge
Building,
In 1880, 42,000: average Drice twr
1910,
is probably a greater
Survey Shows Phenomenal
doubtful whether Chicagoans ever will
The world's liveliest exhibition of nnriiinti'butn this
.
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..it
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But
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important part railroads play in the Committee on Appropriations is cred Ma made artificially In London, and
development of the resources of our jted with a public statement, which is re of 8Uch excellent quality that only
country, thereby increasine values and
of th most s.rinua nnnsid- - KPrU can tell nature's products from
put together In a crucible in Old
OF GREAT WE
augmenting the national wealth, eration. He said that the appropria- - those
The
The cost of marketing the country's tions by Congress each year for the Bond 8treet- - London. England.
gems are not entirely artificial, for
products determines their value to the W ar and Navy Departments and
and this applies to water Sj0ns, all included within the phrase, they are made from the minute chips
TransMississippiCountryHas transportation and good
roads as well "Wars past and wars to come," that accumulate from real stones
as to ijailroads. Western railways amounted to more than 60 per cent of while they are being cut. These chips
Made Marvelous Strides
have been factors of the greatest im- - the entire revenues of the government In case of rubies, are ground to a tine
Forward
portance in extending the outlines ot n0 citizen could read with feelings powder, and this powder is poured
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civilization durine the Dast two de-- nthor than ri,io
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n
mounted' D
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is more than 200 million people.
mcreased expenditure for the improve-- does not
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pushing.
Kansas City, Missouri, November 14
ment
has
of waterways? American states
The
Congress
Address before the 22nd Annual been influential
in promoting this men often refer to the splendid isola
Comof
the
Session
marvelous development by repeatedly tion of the United States and its freeFOLLOWING THE STYLE.
mercial Congress, Kansas City, Mo., emphasizing the great natural wealth dom of attack by outside forces, which
by Colonel Fred W. Fleming, president of this empire and advertising the ad- relieves the people from maintaining
A story is told of an Ohio farmer
of the Congress.
who was. greatly worried over a bunch
vantages for profitable investment of a great military establishment.
(Colonel Fred W. Fleming, vice capital as well as a location for
As a Christian nation, the American of likely shoats which he was fattenpresident of the Kansas City Life In- homes. During its entire history the people frequently boast of the
ing for mtrket. Despite the excellent
of
the
surance Company, president
feed and care given them, the pigs
Congress has been a constructive in- progress of the United States in great
edu
Commercial
did not take on flesh, although those
fluence, rather than a destructive one. cation and a general
recognition by
has been identified with the Its influence in an educational way all men
of the fundamental Drinoi.,1P8!f his neighbors fattened rapidly on
s
work of the
has been far reaching and of the great- of
Christianity. In no real danger of S,m'la 5atlna- - Tfe
since its organization 20 years est value.
The measures which it foreign
"
attack, we have the anomaiy
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of the Congressional Committee,
which have become
accomplished
existed,
international
advocating
Deace
years as Chairman executive commit- facts, are the National Bankruptcy and at the
same time spending more
tee. For many years identified with Law, the Pacific Cable, National Irri- than 60
cent of its general revethe National Irrigation Congress, of gation Act, the Panama Canal, Creat- nues for per
"Wars to come and wars
which he is first vice president.)
ing the Department of Commerce and past." 1 am in favor of
the American
Congress Labor Annexation of Hawaii, Extend
The first
navy and a good merchant marine,
was called by the governor of Kansas ing the Powers of the Interstate Com and, like
good roads, neither can be
under authority of a joint resolution merce Commission and aiding in great had without
an
of the legislature of that state, and exposition projects at Seattle, Port- money. But is itexpenditure of good
necessary to spend
met in this city in April, 1890. In the land, Omaha and St. Louis.
more than one-haof the total revefall of that year a meeting was held Irrigation In the
nues of the government for warlike
in Topeka in the interest of a Deep
purposes and a half of 1 ner nt w
Territory.
"Water Harbor of the Gulf of Mexico
At
five sessions neld in the in the improvement for navigation of the
its
of
in
the
interest
nig them their breakfast one morning,
and later, meetings
Waterway System on he followed the pigs to a distant part
country, the Congress adthat project were held in Omaha and
earth
vi me ueiu, wnere ne saw we snoats
Galveston. In May, 1891, these dif- vocated National Irrigation and reiter
If a larger portion of the public ' performing a gymnastic exercise with
ferent bodies united with the Commer- ated with growing emphasis, the nec
cial Congress at a general meeting essity for legislation which would money cannot be safely expended in a white pig, the scrawniest of the lot,
improvement
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for
instructor.
the Playing
held in Denver and annual sessions would make possible the reclamation internal
of arid wastes to the profitable uses Denent or our domestic as well as for- - promptly separated the white pig
have been held ever since.
Four congresses have assembled on of agriculture. It aided in crystaliz-in- eign commerce, a majority of the from bis brothers, and he declares
public sentiment In favor of the American people will favor increasing Uley took on flesh rapidly after that.
the Pacific coast, two in San Francisco and one each in Portland and Nation Irrigation Act, passed in 1902, the revenues. The older countries of
Seattle; one session met in St. Paul under which the Reclamation Servic the world collect an income tax from
Peasant Proprietors of Jamaica.
in the northeastern section, and five was organized. Under the provisions their citizens in proportion to the
In
Jamaica 75 per cent of the 165,.
of this beneficent law, more import- value of their property, which enjoys
meetings have been held in the
051 landed properties are valued at
country one eachinOgden, ant to the country at large than any the protection of the government, and less than $200
each.
all of
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each
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especially
The
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themselves.
yams grown
The completion of the Panama canal atle to live Inbythis manner with Being
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little
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Session, three Congresses
inhabitants of Jamaica are ne- value. Today, more than 40,000
great
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product Hon. Arnold Shanklin, Amer-'groe-s
(including mulattoes), it Is nec- The Congrss was formed because families have prosperous homes on ir itan consul general to Mexico rela essary to employ East Indian coolies
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that
and
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dry country
the people of Kansas believed a Con- when
tive to South American trade and the on the larger sugar and banana planthe present plans of the Recla- influence
of the Isthmian Canal in ex- tations, on which there must be a cergress of this kind was needed. At mation service
are completed, thirty
that time our representation in the million
panding American commerce with the tain proportion of laborers who may
additional
of
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marvelous-lfrom
Federal Congress was small and
sister republics to the south.
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productive land will be supporting
a lack of information in each state
times.
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one
million families. In
than
of "the needs 9! its sister commonThis
its
Congress,
during
existence,
the states covered by the Reclamation
wealths, there was lack of
has uniformly declared in favor of a
AN INGENIOUS DEVICE.
in support of Western measures Act, there has been formed a National
comprehensive
plan of improvement
devoted
and
Organization
to
this of the
representa
solely
among our senators
great waterways of the TransA Wisconsin man has Invented an
tives in Congress. The founders of subject. It has been a useful body
states and harbors on the Ingenious device to hold a cow's tall
the Commercial Congress did not ac- and is performing a great work. This Mississippi
Pacific and Gulf coasts, and while while milking. He was driven to it
or feel that the
Congress extends to them its felicita
knowledge
some progress has been made, there after years of suffering, from being
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ted that the facilities of the railroads
in the future.
maintenance, but through a Congress
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merce of the country at the crop-moin
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consideration
appropriajust
In viewing the splendid results
ing season of the year, so it becomes
tions of public money.
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a question of building new lines of
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improving our waterways
well attended by representative citidrainage of overflow and swamp landB to the extent that their merit
and util
zens of the different states and terri- is
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necessarily
ity for commerce demands. The navi
tories and following a full discussion eration of all
men.
The
of the various subjects of Western de- good results ofthoughtful have become gable rivers are the absolute property
irrigation
velopment the sentiment of the Con- universally recognized, both east and of the government and they can only
be improved and made serviceable by
gress has been expressed in resolu- west, but reclamation of
swamp lands the
tions and transmitted to the President offers even
general government itself. None
for
greater possibilities
of the older nations of the world has
of the United States and appropriate
good. Extending due south from the a
Committees of he Senate and House eastern
system of waterways that can be
portion of Missouri, there is compared with the
muddy tall while milking. The maof Representatives.
great Father of chine
600 miles long and from
a
is simple and quickly fixed and
territory
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miles wide, is an
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tail and thus disseminating filth and
subject to overflow by the Mississippi but a short distance
above
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Paris.
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river. This area comprises nearly
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country had a population of
greatly resembles the Kaw, and has germs
Since then its population has 30,000 square mues or almost two mil manifested some of the same habits
lion acres of land. It is inundated at
grown to 27,504,541 a splendid inThe Swiss Guard.
during flood times. The Thames, comcrease of 65 per cent while the per- periodical intervals, by the rainfall pared with any of the principal tribu
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tion, notwithstanding the large gain
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Mississippi there was produced onlj from whose Industrious activities thouThe total Income of the United
ol
231,596,000 bushels about
honor to the pope.
sands
of
are
thousands
lives
upon
' tne
total crop, rne year Deiore mis needlessly sacrificed each year. So, ftates, including postal receipts, for
tne nscai years of 1910 was 1931,050,-JO0- .
Congress was organized, the five states in the conservation of
public health,
The Moet Ancient Ball Game.
of Missouri, Arkansas, Iowa, Texas this question is one of the
first mag. J Of this amount, $4,947,050 was ap- Polo is the most ancient of all
and Oklahoma produced a cotton crop nitude. The
problems ot drainage, Vopriated for maintenance of harbors games with stick and ball, and prob
worth 110 million dollars, but in 1910
river navigation, conservation end .Ion the Pacific and Gulf
hockey, golf and cricket are but
terrisame
in
this
was
coasts, and the ably
there
produced
flood prevention by storage are so
modifications
of it The earliest recof
the
415
million
improvement
Mississippi, Mis
tory a cotton crop worth
are Persian, and
ords
of
the
closely
that
game
its
interrelated,
propei souri, tsacramento, Columbia and oth
dollars a phenomenal increase of solution can
date back six hundred years before
be accomplishes er navigable waterways in the
only
cent.
400
nearly
per
Christ In India it seems to have
effort on tl
through a
f
region, which was
'Practically all of the gold and silver part of the general government, tt' or 1
been known for centuries before the
cent
of
the
per
general revenues British occupation, yet it rose into
produced In the United States is states and the owners of
of
private pr
the government for the year." In
secmined in the
only some halt a century ago.
erty.
other words, this vast empire of com-tr- tavor
tion. Last year, gold to the value of
wnen the English residents began to
the
Pa
of
the
Upon
completion
more
s
than
constituting
$96,055,214 and silver of $30,476,896 ma Canal
The game was Introduced
this government will hi
of the United States, received from practice it
was produced in the states representInto England by the officers of the
mactfn-erof
the
modern
supply
largest
the national treasury 17
cent of Tenth hussars about 1802, but at that
ed in this Congress.
for dredging, digging ditches vd the amount appropriated per
in the last time the players used hockey sticks
In 1890 there was 71,328 miles of
handling dirt that pas bill, leaving 83 per cent' for the im- and billiard balls. It was an officer
railway west of the river but today economically
our railway mileage has been in- ever been assembled together, ind provement of rivers and harbors in of the Thirteenth hussars who drew
creased to 116,256 an enormous gain such machinery could be put ti no the East
u5 the rules and regulations, which
of 63 per cent, constituting practical- better use than in carrying out a Com
changed polo from a wild, skill-les- s
COUGHING AT NIGHT.
of the entire railway mile- prehensive plan of national reifunagame into a elentifle sport
ly one-haage in America. The most important tion of these great wastes locafd in Means loss of sleep, which Is bad for
At the Present Time.
andJblose
of
the
heart
the
continent
everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
American railway enterprise at this
Frost
They say Brown's Income Is
to
the markets.
Compound stops the cough at once,. $6,000 a
time Is the Kansas City, Mexico ft
year.
There are 15,000 miles of nalgable eiiBves we iicKiing ana dryness in
Orient Ry., a short line from Kansas
Snow Yes. and $6,000 of it goes for
Missis- the throat and heals the
in
of
the
of
the
basin
California.
Gulf
waterways
to
The
the
City
Inflamed living expenses every twelve months."
bnlMlnr of this road is DroeresRlne sippi river, and you will hear ii detail membranes. Prevents a cold developHarper's Baser.
the
of
session
Into
a projecjunder- ing
bronchitis or pneumonia.
rapidly and when completed It will during
snorten the distance nearly l.uuo miles taken by the people of thislity, in Keep It always in the house. Refuse
A Practical Setback.
from the manufacturing cities in the which they have Invested mfe than substitutes.
has never been successful with
He
Mlantoalnnt Vnllov tn nrwnn ffnlns $1,250,000 to restore
to
the
sale
For
all
by
druggists.
navigatitj
his theories before, but dont 70s
steamships In the South American and Missouri. Are they not eniled by
think
he Is going to land this timer
Asiatic trade. Another important en- right to a proper and fair dJslon of If yen want anything en earth Try
es, unless ha sets in deep wa
New Mexican want a4L
terprise is tne Keneflck lines In Ok the money appropriated by tw federal
ter."
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two-third-

one-thir- d

Trans-Mississip-

one-hal-

862,-00- 0
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PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorncy-at-La-

Six room house, with
S. Lowitzki.

Santa Fe,

New Vexica

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

7.30.

Attorneys-nt-La-

H. H. DORMAN,
FURNISHED room, with light, heat
Practice in Ue Distri t Court as
and bath for gent. This office.
well as before the Supreme Court ot CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

the territory.
FOR REXT Eight room house 113 Las Cruces,
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M. Kin- sell.

New Mexico.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular

1. R. A. M.

C. Vf. Q. WARD

;

e

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall a

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

mount Sanatorium.
FOR RENT
furniture. D.

Fraternal Societies

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

FOR SALE 1000 one and
Shropshire Rams, all A. No.
stcck. C. E. Hartley.
two-year-

old

1

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
fiU Vegas.

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

E. C. ABBOTT

H. P.

Aitorney-at-LavFOR SALE Excellent saddle pony
Practice in the District and Su- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and Smith Premier Typewriter. Inpreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
quire of New Mexican.
Santa Fe Commandery
attention given to all business.
No. 1, ft T. Regular
Banta
Mexico
New
Fe,
LOST Medicine case vicjnity of
conclave fourth MonPlaza College Ave or Manhattan St.
J day in each month at
G. W. PRICHARD
Finder return same to Dr. Small aud
1
receive reward.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
v. m.
Practice in all thp District Court
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
nd
WANTED A permanent positon
give special attention to cases W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
for a first class lady cook. Wages $10 before the Territorial Supreme Court
per week. When applying state posi- Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fn N. M
Santa Fe idge et
tions held for the past two years and
No.
Perfection
1, 14th
O.
HARRY
MOULTOU
length of time at each place. Address
degree. Ancient and Acor telephone. The Valley Ranch, Valcepted Scottish Rite of
ley Ranch, N. M.
Free Masonry meets on
Attorney-at-Lathe third Monday of each month
TYPEWRfTERS.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
MaBonlc Hall, south side of Plaza.
M.
N.
Santa
7e,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cor
O.
L.
G.
Formerly Special Agent,
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
dially Invited to attend.
and rented. Standard makes handled Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
All repair work and typewrites guar
Venerable Master.
R.
Chas.
F.
Chas.
Easley.
Easley HENRY F.
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
STEPHENS, 32
&
EASLEY.
EASLEY
change. Phone 231.
Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
""nam"snmsJasj
in
before
Practice
courts
the
and
WANTED Canvassing Agents at
a p. o. e.
once for the sale of "Compendium of Land Department
Santa Fe Lodge Na
Land grants and titles examined.
Everyday Wants." the book of genE. holds
6, B. P. O.session
eral necessity, price $1.50; also for Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estas
Its
on
N.
iL
regular
cia,
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful
the second and fount
allegory, price $1.00. Either
of each
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Wednesday
outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
Attornevs-at-Law- .
month. Visiting brothcent
commission
to
per
agents. Big Practice in ail the Courts and Be
ers are inviteo and
sellers. Address A. B. KUHLMAN,
welcome.
fore
the
Interior
Department.
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, 111.
CARL A. BISHOP.
New Mexico
Taos,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
H. L. ORTIZ.
Secretary.
Department of the Interior,
Attorney and counsellor-at-LaU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Practicing before all the courts is
Oct. 14, 1911.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Bonifa the Territory.- New Mexico
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on Santa Fe
Nov. 12, 1911,
made Homestead
PROBERT & COMPANY
for SE
Section 33,
Investments
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Independent Order ef Beavers.
Latds, Mines, Bonds & 8tockt.
Santa Fe Dam No. $0, 1. O. B. boldf
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to esMoney Loaned for Investors
Its regular session ut 8 p. m. Meetings
tablish claim to the land above de
We have for sale general stocks of first and third Friday. Visiting Brothscribed, before Register or Receiver Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard ers are always welcome.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., and other Business
Opportunities
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
throughout Taos county.
President
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. J. NEIS,
Bank References Furnished.
Fernandez Armijo. Dionicio Sando Taos,
New Mexico.
1
Secretary.
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Urof
M.
all
N.
ban,
Pecos,
r. W. FARMER
?

-

,-

10265-0797-

1--

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

J.

DR.

M. DIAZ,

Hemesteed No.
2879.
Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Tnure

DON GASPAR
For coughing, dryness and tickling
AVE
in the throat, hoarseness and all
Phone, 21 6 Red
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
Contains no OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
opiates.
Phone, 22 OB lack
For sale by all druggists.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M
ew
com
Mexican
printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of ju
ace ef the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, is
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably hound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index In front and the fees of justice
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and Crlain.il . . 4.60
are 10
inches. These books an
made np in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3? pages each, or wits
ooth civil and criminal bound in on
nook, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following srlcea
Civil or Criminal
$2.71
For 45 cents t4!'eionaI for alngls
docket, or 65 cents additional for
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash Is
full must accompany order. 8tau
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.

RESIDENCE,

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

days. Fireman's

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. DaiBy

Farmer.

D- -

Diseases.

Genito-Urinar- y

THE WASSERAIAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN 606"

fir

mgTSk

.

ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.
Stale Nat. Bank

Bld

N

Albuquerque

Dentist.

6.

to

A.

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
soeach month;
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
Hall Vis i tins

M

Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Office Hours Sa. m.

W.

fleets second Tuesday each month, so
clal meeting tUrd
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Vietlng neigh.

bors welcome.
A. C. WHITTIER. Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Phone Red

Santa Fo Camp
M.

13514,

neighbors

5 p. m.

welcome

NETTIE VICKROY,

And by Appointment.

Oracle,
FLORENCE RISING.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Recorder.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Have you K urn isheor Booms to Rentf
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Herewith are some hargains offered Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. A little campaign Want advertising
In the New Mexican will keep the inby the New Mexican PrinilngCom- - 2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
come from your furnished rooms from
pany: code or Civil Procedure of the
Phone Black 47.
?
The classified columns are
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
lapsing.
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
up closely and it will
I always looked
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
you well to use them.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code That stops coughs quickly and cures j
Pleadings. $6; the two for $16. colds is Foley's Honey and Tar Com-- ,
Mrs. Anna Pelzer. 2526 Jef-Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws pound.
f New Mexico, i8S9, 19 M and 1903, ferson St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25 can recommend Foley s Honey and
roll leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible Tar Compound as a sure cure for
Free booklet tells about 360,000
Cover Pock't Dockets, tingle, $1.26; coughs and colds. It cured my daugh protected positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
two er mere books, $1 each.
New ter of a bad cold and my neighbor, vice.
lifetime employment.
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Kes Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her every year,
f and 1A Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com whole family with Foley's Honey and Easy to get. Just ask for examinaNew Mexico Civil 8er
Everyone In our tion booklet
irflatlen Corporation Las, 76
Coat Tar Compound.
vice
N.
, Box
of
it."
School,
highly
o
Albuquerque,
speaks
neighborhood
c
Laws,
Mining
pilatien
Money's
452.
For sale by all druggists.
rfgest ef New Mexico Sapoiio. tuV
sneee, $CS: full list sefcool blanks.

W

c

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

want

Ad,

M--

THE PALACE

It

HOTELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA

Trans-Mississip-

two-third-

y

Very Serious

Santa Fe,

It Is a very serious matter to ask
far one medicine and have the
wrong one gives you. For this
reason we urge you In buying to
be careful to get the genuine .

New Mexico.

Now

Under theSame"Maaa;ement.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rocm
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN. Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

lf

BUck-DraugH-

T

Liver Medldite
The reputation of this old, reliafor constipation, in
digestion and liver trouble, is firm
ly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the fa
vorite liver powder, with
larger
sale than all others combined.

Coronado Restaurant

ble medicine,

sou m Tow

pi

Short Orders run Day

&

Firalsbed rooms in connection.
222

Sai Francisco Street

::

Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Hot

Cold

::

Bilbs.

Electric Lifhts ,

G. UJ?E HEIIEIA,

Prop
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ROGERS SILVERWARE'
COUPON IN EVERY SACK J
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Bakery and Market

Will

,
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THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

I ARCAfC
LiUIO Ivl d

have them the regular sizes and' the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an end- less variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
W
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Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges,
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easy payments.
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Work.

Back-Breaki-

REQUIRES 3 MINUTES

and a "Universal" Bread Maker.

(ASK YOUR WIFE.)

rc
,issj:r:r
,pi
effectual Jn bringing about reaction
when particular stocks moved up- -

'

"

,

REQUIRES 30 MINUTES

(ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR.)

The New Way is Simple, Sure and Sanitary and the "Universal"
is the Acme of the Labor-Save- rs'
Art.

Bread Machine

Santa Fe Hardware & SuddIv Co.,
'
PaymentF
Cash or

SS

!SaS!t3r-zviizTSr:

,

'

jQ. Ofe

Krrfrr;

1
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

4IS Palace Avenue.

J

.

pfd. 109.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their

I

--

Steel 162

:

james

a substantial free
railroad of New Jersey
gave way seven points. The tone was

MiiniirT
0 iiinijiiL

"

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money it it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- ture is On each box. 25c.

S 'C2S

-

'

NOVEMBER 14, 1911.'

cific 170

Want stocks
tion. Central

.

h

For the next

Sdp":

SJl

11

at the E,k,
Princess and the Poet."

took advantage' of this

If1

A

A

The shorts beat a hurried retreat
when manipulative tactics were re- sumed in the coalerds and Harriman
stocks and the market rebounded
swiftly. St. Paul was about the only
leading stock that did not recover to
yesterday's closing price or above.

which began onalargescale late last
week, was continued today and was
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by ner tonight at

Bear Raiders Made Considerable

'

.Oysters in the Shell.

ect

517611

STOCK MARKET IRREGULAR'
AND HESITATING.
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the recital

Blind
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service in our watch repair- department is our hobby. Try it.

NOTE-Perf-

imvnnia.nl
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SPITZ, THE JEWELER
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" It's the Watch for You."
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a few sal8. which had bad effect on
Closing Quotations.
sen'lme nt The recognizea leaders al- New York, Not. 14. Call money
so broke sharply, United States Steel
Prime paper 441-2- ;
Silver
sterday'8 clos-- ! 56
Mexican dollars 46
gT, ,
Copper
lns
racinc touched 170 1 j 12.2012.35; Tin 42.60 43; Lead 4.25
asamst 1(1
earlier. Southern Pa-- 1 4.30;
58
Amalgamated
Sugar
ltic' lt0crK Island Preferred, end 116
Atchison 107
Great North- American Locomotive pfd., also lost a j era 127
New York Central 107
Point each. A fractional rally threw Northern Pacific 119; Reading 150
the market into dullness before one Southern Pacific 112
Union Pa- -

Miss Sarah D. Ulmer, one of the

I

that will give you, your son, your grand
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was'one
s
a laff
maximum temperature yesterday was
GET
THE WILLIAM FRANK
forty-fou- r
degrees and the minimum CHILDRENS WAISTS of us. Best
last nieh' twnty-nv- e
made, try one. W. H. Goebel Co.
degrees.
An
Treat is in store for
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14.
Xj Miss Ulmer, who gives a recital to- - those Intellectual the
recital given to- For New Mexico Fair tonight
attending
night at the court house, Is a pupil
and
not much X f the Cummock School of Oratory of n'ht Dy Miss Sarah D. Ulmer at the
Wednesday,
X the Northwestern University, a pupil ccurt house- Miss Ulmer has had sev- change in temperature.
X S X X X X X X SS X X S X X X o? Mrs. J. Heflin-Criband also o Dr, eraI Jars of successful experience in
Chautauque work and is a splendid
iByronW. King.
Your Signature Embossed on your
For Everybody, especially at the
A War Story well told is "A Daugh- pccket knife nandle' is the latest from Reason of the year
Prepared at
'
Germany at GOEBELS.
Zook's Pharmacy. Look it up. You
?!Jb -South" See it tonight at
the
' A Comic Reel consisting of two will be interested. Page Two.
Mrs. Romero Dead Mrs. rplfania
Pictures at the Elks' tonight. See it.
Marriage License A marriage
wife of Jesus Romero, died
Collecting Poll Tax City Marshal cense was issued by Deputy Clerk Al- - Roniro,
Sena has bgun makinS the rounds arid to Jose Rafael Suazo and Miss r old aSe yesterday at her home on
stret- - She was 65 years
for the collection of poll. tax.
Ignacia Tafoya, both of Santa Clara. Agua Fna
as always resided here,
age an
Julius; H. Gerdes welcomes the edu- Apples Order your winter apples
her are a widower and sev- 9. nn
now.
hM Men ik.
in
.hango nf arivprtiBemnt burviving
al chiidren-- . The funeral will take
Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
today. Everybody knows the reputa- - Place at
a m. tomorrow from
of
Fair Weather-T- he
this merchant.
weather bureau tion
prediCtS fair weather for ton,ght aud
rnUPGUaTuhDrdJmTm!nt
Thi8 is
J1"
Season when the house- tomorrow.
The snow that fell la.t wife wants the bread she bakes her- - AkJ
s
night and amounted to
of self . Do not overlook the fact that
eraI ar'
an inch of precipitatio mlted rap-it- h
new
tne nard workU DfUUm
Tllf nil.
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Easy

ROSES

fl".GARDENS,

CLARENDON

Besides All Other Flowers Now in

w

Phone Black
--

-

12- -

Manager- -

-
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Patgonbe Home Merchants and cut out patronising the
Eastern Merchants. They will do nothing ion yoti.

is full up to its capacity. We have just received a
Department
large
OUR
of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you
cheaper than you can
buy them East. They range from
Ready-mad-

e

$7o50

t

$J0o0

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. Wei have a large stock of

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50

a piece. We have over 500 Ladies' Waists, which we are selling aV a sacrifice price. We
carry a large and complete
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
to your patronage.
up-to-d- ate

REMEMBER,

SAW FRANCISCO STREET.
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that our Women's and Men's
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Departments are by far

Ready-to-We- ar
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